
Swiss Coffee Roasters since 1965





“At Caffè Carlito, we are 
dedicated to roast and serve 
the highest quality coffee 
blends for the best possible 
coffee experience”.

The Losone-based company blends
different single origins in order to create
the perfect balance between body,
aroma and flavour. The result is thirteen 
signature coffee blends.

With the help of his father, Karl, and his brother, 
Peter, Carlo Schillig set up a small coffee roaster 
in Locarno (Switzerland). Since its foundation 
in 1965, Caffè Carlito has been fully family-owned 
and is now run by the second generation. 

A love for coffee since 1965

Daniele Schillig



Where we come from
The company is based in the Italian-speaking 
region in southern Switzerland. The territory has 
a Mediterranean climate characterised by palm-
lined lakes and sharp Alpine peaks. The area is also 
culturally related to neighbouring Italy, which
passed on its well-known coffee culture. Caffè Carlito 
has what it takes to deliver outstanding coffee,
reliably labelled “Swiss made” and of the finest quality.



It’s a long-lasting 
relationship

With 13 different blends, 
Caffè Carlito offers its 
customers a real and creative 
coffee experience to its 
customers.

Caffè Carlito is proud to have established strong 
relationships with its clients, some which started over 
50 years ago and are still ongoing today. Customers 
are thought of as “preferred partners” with whom we 
share a common passion for premium quality coffee. caffecarlito.ch



Leaving behind 
your favourite 
coffee blend is not 
an option

The quality and flavour
of Caffè Carlito’s coffee
is achieved by daily roasts. 
Take in the aroma and
notice the flavours in each
sip, or share it with
a friend or colleague for
a better experience.

Ground coffee is available in 1kg
and 250g packs – take your favourite
coffee anywhere you go.caffecarlito.ch/en/shop/



Arabica grows at a high 
altitude, producing beans 
that have a fruitier flavour 
with higher sugar and acidity 
levels, yet with lower caffeine 
content. In terms of yield, 
Arabica produces less coffee.

Robusta grows at lower 
altitudes, so it is less 
vulnerable to pests and 
weather conditions. Its beans 
tend to be nuttier, higher
in caffeine content and more 
bitter. 

Arabica Robusta

ARABICA ROBUSTA

There are different 
species of coffee. The
two most commonly
cultivated for commercial
use are Arabica and
Robusta. Their chemical
make-up reacts differently 
in the roasting process, 
therefore yielding 
different flavours. 



The plant The ProcessCoffee Flower The RoastCoffee Cherry Coffee
Coffee beans that are
not processed can be 
planted to grow into
a coffee tree. It will take 
the newly planted tree 
a period of three to four 
years to bear its first 
fruits.

Once the coffee has been 
picked processing the 
coffee cherries must begin 
as quickly as possible to 
avoid fruit spoilage. In 
this process the fruit is 
separated from the bean, 
and later the beans are
sun-dried. 

In order for the fruits to 
grow every year, they have 
to flower first. The amount 
of water and the age of the 
plant determine how well 
a plant will flower and the 
quality of the beans it will 
produce. Once in full bloom, 
it can release the smell of 
jasmine into the air.

The distinctive brown 
colour of coffee is achieved 
during the roasting
process. When the beans
reach an internal 
temperature of 200°C, 
a fragrant oil is released 
producing the flavour
and aroma of the coffee
we drink.

A coffee cherry’s skin is 
green until it ripens to a 
bright red. Inside it, there is 
a seed which goes through 
various processes to be 
transformed into coffee. 

Great beans, roast type, 
grind texture and
the brewing method will 
determine your cup
of coffee. There are different 
flavours to suit all tastes.

From bean to cup
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BrazilGuatemala

Panama India

Switzerland

Tanzania IndonesiaColombia

Myanmar

Cameroon

Where our coffee 
comes from

Where
we are

Losone

Switzerland

The top 5 Coffee-Producing Countries

1. Brazil 2,592,000

2. Vietnam 1,650,000

3. Colombia 810,000

4. Indonesia 660,000

5. Ethiopia 384,000

kg

Coffee Production in Tons

www.worldatlas.com | May 2019



MOCCAAUTOMATICA CHEMEXESPRESSO FRENCH PRESSFILTRO V60

Espresso Bar

Giubileo

Mocca espresso

Brasil

Italiana

Ticino

speciale

Riserva 1945

Colazione

CAFFÈ CRÈMEESPRESSO LATTE MACCHIATOCAPPUCCINO AMERICANO

What are
our coffee blends 
suitable for?

Espresso Bar

Giubileo

Mocca espresso

Brasil

Italiana

Ticino

speciale

Riserva 1945

Colazione



Learn about coffee
Caffè Carlito gives you the opportunity to learn more about
coffee, whether purely for pleasure or to develop your professional 
coffee-making skills. Our coffee courses will provide you with
the necessary tools and information to gain a deeper understanding 
of extraction and evenness. Practical training sessions will teach
you all the skills of a barista, including grinder setting, milk 
handling, latte art, cleaning the equipment and workspaces.
Classes will be taught by our in-house Professional Baristas and 
everyone attending these courses will take home a certificate
of attendance and a wealth of knowledge that will allow
each individual to make and serve coffee confidently and, most 
importantly, of quality.

caffecarlito.ch/en/barista-courses



Contact

Torrefazione
Caffè Carlito
Fratelli Schillig SA
Via Rongia 14
6616 Losone
Switzerland

T +41 91 791 22 26
F +41 91 791 01 90
info@caffecarlito.ch

From Monday to Friday
07.30 – 12.00
14.00 – 18.00

caffecarlito.ch
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